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Mass Media Research

Objectives:
 To introduce students to the debates in Research approaches

and equip them with tools to carry on research.
 To understand the scope and techniques of media research,

their utility and limitations.
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1.1 Relevance and Scope of Mass Media Research

1.2 Role of Research in Media

1.1 Relevance and Scope of Mass Media
Research

Research means an attempt to discover something. It can be
done formally or informally. In mass media, research is used for
different reasons. It can be used to make decisions by the media
decision makers or to evaluate problems relating to media. It is
used to describe media, analyze the effects of media on the
audiences, understanding the behaviour of the audiences and so
on.

Mass media research is significant as media has reached
every corner of the world. In its various form be it print,
television, films or the Internet, it has a huge impact on our lives.
We cannot imagine a life without some or the other form of media.
There are various questions related to media and its effects.
Research is required to describe the media, to analyse the effects
of media on consumers, to obtain an understanding of audience
behaviour and other such reasons. Media decision makers require
objective information to evaluate problem, especially when huge
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2 Mass Media Research

sums of money are involved. Theoretically also there is wide
interest in gaining a deeper knowledge about media. Every day,
we find references in media to audience surveys, public opinion
polls, advertising and public relation campaigns.

Media research is relevant in all forms of media. Be it
print media involving readership studies, editor-reader
comparisons or even lifestyle segmentation studies. In regard
to Internet, there are studies on on-line usage, effects both
positive and negative etc., Every time we have questions like,
‘what, where, when and why’ related to the media, there is
need and scope for investigation.

There are some major reasons that have encouraged mass
media research. The first reason was that after the 1st world War
was there was a need to understand the nature of propaganda. At
that point of time the media was believed to be very powerful and
having great effects on the people. Research was done to study the
effects of media on the people.

Another reason for the development of mass media
research was that the advertisers had realized the importance
of research data which could be used to develop ways to
persuade customers to buy products or services. As a result of
this, research was done to evaluate effectiveness of media
messages. Information was also accumulated about the
audiences. The third factor was the interest of citizens to
understand the effects of media on the general public and more
specially on children. This resulted in research done on
violence and sexual content in media. The last contributing
factor was the increasing competition among the media for
advertising.

Prior to the early 1960’s most of the research in mass
media was done in the psychology and sociology departments.
During the later 1960’s media departments in colleges and
universities were established.
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1.2 Role of Research in Media

Mass media research makes use of the scientific method for
its study. The purpose of making use of the scientific method is
to have an objective and unbiased evaluation of data. In mass
media research, both qualitative and quantitative data reliability
and validity concerns should be kept in mind. Reliability is
related to replicability. When two or more researchers are
studying the same issue or topic by using the same methods they
should come up with the same or nearly the same results, this is
the reliability of the study. Validity is related to the nature of the
findings of the study, the degree to which they are a true
reflection of what has been formally stated and also in
declaration of the aims and objectives of the study. Both
reliability and validity are important methodological
considerations. Media should not be seen in isolation. It should
be seen as being one set of social institutions, which interacts
with other institutions within the wider social system.

Academic research in media is done by the scholars from
colleges and universities. Here research is theoretical or scholarly
by nature as its results are directed to help explain mass media
and its effects on people. Topics of study involve issues like
effects of media on consumers, effect of different types of
programmes on children, the use of media, etc.

Commercial research in relation to mass media is done by
private companies or research consultants. This type of research
is generally applied research because the results are aimed at
facilitating decision making. Topics of study focus on the
content of media and preferences of the consumers, advertising
and promotional campaigns, sales forecasting and image studies
of the properties owned by the company and so on.

Cultural research in media is concerned with studies that offer
a broad range of ideas about how the media affects culture. It also
provides many different views concerning long-term consequences
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of the cultural changes affected by the media. Cultural studies
research, political economy theories and hegemony culture
theories are types of theories in cultural research.

There are many other differences between these types of
research in the media. Academic or administrative researches
are public and made available to the public. On the other hand
the commercial researches are considered to be the property of
the agency which has conducted the study and other researchers
or people cannot obtain it. Sometimes certain commercial or
private researches are made known to the public like some of
the public opinion polls.

Academic researchers do not generally have a deadline to
keep but private or commercial researches have to be conducted
in a specific time frame. These commercial researches are
comparatively more expensive to conduct. Cultural research
focuses on topics like focusing on use of media to create forms
of culture which can structure everyday life (cultural studies
research). It could also focus on how social elites’ make use of
economic power to exploit media institutions (political economy
theories) or it could study the culture that is imposed from above
or outside and that serves the interests of those people who have
dominant social positions (hegemonic culture research).

Research in all these different sectors differ in terms of their
scope and cost, but they make use of similar methods of
conducting their studies and have common goals like
understanding problems and making some types of predictions.

Researches in mass media are done in relation to the media
institutions, media messages and media audiences.

Media institutions are conceptualized in two ways. Firstly,
they can be regarded as industries or businesses which produce
media commodities in a capitalist society. They depend on the
economic environment in which they operate. Secondly, in a
broader context, media institutions can be seen as large
organizing bodies or structure of a society. They form the fabric
of the wider culture.
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Media products of media industries are seen as commodities.
Media institutions are a source of research. Some researches
have been done on media institutions include studies of the
Frankfurt school and its critique of the Culture industries,
Political Economy of the media, the Culture industries, etc.

Research is also done in relation to the messages that are
passed on to the audiences by the media. It could focus on the
structure of the message, its presentation and its impact on the
audiences.

In relation to the media audiences also, researches have
been conducted. Here the focus is on conceptualizing and
measuring the media audiences. It can be done in relation to the
different media types and their audiences. Studies are also
carried out on the effects of the media on audience groups like
the limited effects theories, uses and gratifications model.
Studies are also done on media consumption, the power relations
of media reception and technology, cultural studies and media
consumption etc., It can include research on the minority
audiences, and the media audiences and media and individuals,
postmodernism, cyberspace and the media consumer, media
consumption and social status, public participation, benefits for
media producers, audience discussion programmes, active
audience theory etc.,

Media researches have opened up to newer areas of study.
More and more people have become interested in researches
related to the types of mass media, their effects, its messages
and content and its impact on the audiences.

Questions
1. Discuss the relevance and scope of Mass media research.

2. Explain the role of research in media.
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